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ABSTRACT

We live in a rapidly changing world, and organizations need motivated employees in today's
businesses more than ever before. Organizations have many competitors, so in order to
compete more effectively, organizations need motivated employees and people that they can
motivate the others, as well. Organizations can make employees act in a certain way by
persuasion or reward, etc. in order to achieve organizational goals. So, we can say that
motivation or finding different ways to motivate the employees is one of the most important
aspect that must take place in an organization.

Determining what motivates employees in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus is the aim of
this study.
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INTRODUCTION

This study is about Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs which takes place in motivation.
Motivation is very important in any organization in order to make organization compete
effectively in the market that they take place. Motivation can be defined as the strength of
the drive toward an action. As we know, motivation is one of the most important aspect in
any organization.

At one time, employees were considered just another input into the production of goods
and services. What perhaps changed this way of thinking about employees was research,
referred to as the Hawthorne Studies, conducted by Elton Mayo from 1924 to 1932
(Dickson, 1973). This study found employees are not motivated solely by money and
employee behaviour is linked to their attitudes (Dickson, 1973). The Hawthorne Studies
began the human relations approach to management, whereby the needs and motivation of
employees become the primary focus of managers (Bedein, 1993).1

Motivation is behaviourally specific, that is, it is more appropriate to think in terms of an
individual's motivation to excel in a particular job requirement or even to carry out a
specific behaviour than it is to think about an individual's overall motivation.

My aim of choosing Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs is to determine what motivates
employees in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. I prepared a questionnaire for

I
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employees in order to be able to do my research. There are twenty sentences and six
possible responses under the questions in the quesitonnaire. The questionnaire was filled
by employees.

I visited about 30 employees from different companies in Northern Cyprus for having
enough information about motivational drives of employees.

This study is divided into three main parts. In the first part, different definitions of
motivation will be given, it is a brief introduction of motivation. For example; the
motivation is defined as the strenght of the drive toward an action by John W. Newstrom
and Keith Davis. I will go on by telling about the role of motivation. In this part, I will
explain why companies need motivated employees. And the next part is about the basics
of motivation. Here, I am going to mention about fear motivation, reward motivation,
attitude motivation, and internal vs external motivation. For example, in fear motivation
the managers try to motivate the employees by threatening them.

In the second part, I am going to mention about the human needs and Maslow's Hierarchy
of Needs. Firstly, I will tell about the types of human needs such as primary needs which
are the basic needs including water, food, air, etc., and secondary needs including esteem,
etc. Then, I will give brief information about the theories of motivation which are
Maslow's Hierarchy ofNeeds, Herzberg's two-factor theory, Yroom's expectancy theory,
Adam's equity theory, and Skinner's reinforcement theory. And lastly, I will describe the
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs in detail. I will explain the five needs that motivate

2

employees according to Abraham Maslow which are Basic I Physiological needs, Safety
needs, Belongingness I Love needs, Esteem needs, and Self-actualization needs.
And the last part will be about the results of my research that I did questionnaire with
employees. I will tell about the result of what motivates employees in TRNC.

3

I.

GENERAL VIEW OF MOTIVATION

1.1. The Definition of Motivation

Motivation has been defined as: the psychological process that gives behaviour purpose and
direction (Kreitner, 1995); a predisposition to behave in a purposive manner to achieve
specific, unmet needs (Buford, Bedeian, & Lindner, 1995); an internal drive to satisfy an
unsatisfied need (Higgins, 1994); and the will to achieve (Bedeian, 1993). Motivation is
operationally defined as the inner force that drives individuals to accomplish personal and
organizational goals.'

Motivation can also be defined as the mental processes that arouse, sustain, and direct
human behaviour. It reflects the changes to their physiological and psychological conditions
as a result of their previous and current experiences. Motivation may stem from processes
taking place within an individual (intrinsic motivation) or from the impact of factors acting
on the individual from outside (extrinsic motivation); in most cases these two influences are
continually interacting.

Motivation takes place within a culture, it reflects an organizational behaviour model, and it
requires communications skills.3

2
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Motivation also requires discovering and understanding employee drives and needs, since it
originates within an individual.

Some human activities occur without motivation, but almost all conscious behaviour is
motivated, caused. It requires no motivation to make your nails long, but cutting them
requires motivation.

1.2.The Role

of Motivation

Why do companies need motivated employees? The answer is survival (Smith, 1994).
Motivated employees help organizations survive. Motivated employees are more productive.
To be effective, managers need to understand what motivates employees within the context
of the roles they perform. Of all the functions a manager performs, motivating employees is
arguably the most complex. This is due, in part, to the fact that what motivates employees
changes constantly (Bowen & Radharkrishna, 1991 ). For example, research suggests that as
employees' income increases, moneybecomes

less of a motivator (Kovach, 1987). Also, as

employees get older, interesting work becomes more of a motivator.4

4
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1.3.The Basic of Motivation

People are motivated by many things, some positive others not. Some motivating factors can
move people only a short time, like hunger, it will last only until you are fed. Others can
drive a person onward for years.

When discussing motivation definitions we need to understand that the term 'motivation
definitions'

is vague in of itself. There are the classical motivation definitions used by

sociologists, i.e.: fear, reward, and attitude motivation. They are the umbrella group for
which most motivation definitions come under, and will explain these in a moment.

The truth is that most people are looking for motivation definitions to understand how a
person decided to act on a decision. The motivation definitions often fail to provied the real
answers we are seeking because we all know examples of people who have plenty of
'motivation', but don't act on it.

The perfect example can be seen by the fact that North Americans are getting dangerously
overweight. Yet it has been shown that people have the opinion that 'fit' people are seen as
sexier, healthier, better mates, smarter, and more dynamic.

Those are very powerful motivations and yet...

So many people do not eat healthy nor do they exercise to keep themselves in shape. Clearly
in spite of tremendous motivation, the action does not follow. The reason you can't find the
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motivation definitions to explain this is that the problem doesn't stem from the lack of
motivation.

Let's examine the basics of motivation, going from the most primitive to the more advanced
forms of motivation. However, let's make the mental leap to the real problems that
motivation definitions don't touch.

~ Fear Motivation:

As far as motivation definitions go. This is an easy one to get a handle on. It's one of the
oldest forms of motivation and one of the most powerful... in certain situations.

Humans react to fear or threat in many ways, but those reactions can usually be divided up
into the two categories of Fight or Flight. That is to say that when people are threatened they
will either attack the threat or run away from it. This of course can be done physically or
mentally.

For example: A person who responds to a salesperson in a store with 'I'm just looking', is
often displaying an example of fleeing.

If we do not run, we will face our foe and attack. Most day-to-day fears, however, are not
caused by wild beasts or actual physical danger. Most fears today are intangible fears. The
fear of losing a job, the fear of being embarrased, the fear of making a mistake, etc.; these
fears are not things that can be pointed at external to us. They are extremely powerful for the
very reason that they are hard to find.
7

You can kill a lion that is attacking a village, but it is more difficult to kill a fear of the
unknown, for the obvious reason that ifit is unknown, how do you get to it.

As a tool to motivate people, fear has many disadvantages. Hear based motivation causes
resentment resistance and revenge. It is seen for what it is, an attack. By its very nature, fear
is not sustaining or sustainable. People who are motivated by fear will seek ways to extricate
themselves from the situation that causes the fear. This will not always be done by fulfilling
the desire of the 'motivator'.
People eventually get used to the things that they're afraid of or change the situation so they
don't have to feel the fear. Most constants are canceled out after a while and many people
have gotten used to living under threats. Fear motivation, then, eventually loses its capacity
to influence.

Threateningsomeone

that they will be fired if they do not do their job correctly may have an

impact upon the person causing them to try to improve their performance. However, that
motivation is based on external forces and it requires that someone always be there to
impose the threat.

Because of these things, Fear motivation is seen as one of the weakest forms of motivation
in business and is reserved for the week and uneducated individuals who show no leadership
whatsoever.

8

Fear is categorized as a motivation definition by virtue of its primal effect on all animals
including humans. You will never see a book on training pets that would advocate its use.5

..,. Reward Motivation:
This could also be called incentive motivation. It is a promise that if something is carried
out, there will be a reward paid upon its completion.

Buying yourself a new suit for getting your taxes done before the deadline is an example of
individual reward. When an individual rewards themselves it is a way of saying 'I did a good
job', and is in a sense a personal recognition of accomplishment.

It is almost as if you take the place of your own parent by threating you to something nice
because you've been a good boy or girl. It works, because it reminds us of what it was like
to have our behaviour approved by our authority figures.

An example of this as a business motivation would be the Bonus! The famous 'Christmas
Bonus' was created by companies to induce extra motivation in employees to continue to
push their efforts right into the New Year.

The 'Bonus' becomes a good example of the eventual failing of incentives as a long term
means to motivate someone. How? Try not paying the bonus in a year that performance was
merely 'satisfactory', and then observe the rio that ensues.

5
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Incentives lose their luster after a while, and rather than motivate, becomes a baseline
expectation. Those companies that rely on incentive motivation as their primary form of
motivation will find that they have to do more and more, for less and less!
That is not to say that incentive motivation doesn't have a place in business. Ct is not the
most effective long-term mover of people, and use it for short,burst shots in the arm.6

..,_ Attitude Motivation:
An eagle will always choose flying over walking! Why? Because that's what an eagle does.
You don't talk them into it, and you can't scare them out of it. An eagle is as an eagle does.
That's what attitude motivation is all about. Going after what is in your heart. For companies
it's letting people do what they do best in a way that the company benefits from as well.

What can be more motivating than living your life like it was meant to be. Most people
never entertain that idea because the house, the kids, the job, the .... comes first. What
eventually happens is that the individual becomes distant from who they are.
Attitude means 'how you lean.'

The gauge that measures the bank of an airplane is called an Attitude Meter. It measures
which way the plane is leaning with respect to the horizon. Your attitudes are an expression
of what you lean towards with regards to your ideas and your values. These attitudes become
corporal, literally residing in your body tissue.

6
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That's why body language experts can tell if a person is 'exaggerating the truth'. Your
words reflect your thinking, but your body reflects your attitudes. The greatest form of
motivation is doing something because of who you are. Of all the motivation definitions,
Attitude motivation stands at the top as the most powerful.

Companies seem to have difficulty with this one because by its nature, you can't treat
everyone the same. In fact the differences are celebrated.

The difficulty with attitude motivation is that, though it is much more powerful than fear or
incentive motivation, using it in the workplace often means being able to see past many
people's actions in order to look at who they really are. Just like a child who will act up and
appear to be disobedient when it is lacking attention, adults do not always show .our best
behaviour when we are not going after that which makes up who we are.

The motivator has to have an idea about what makes the person click, or at least provide the
environment where the employee can seek to develop their own goals and ambitions. The
trick then is to mesh individual and company goals such that when the employee is the
fulfilling their own goals they are also fulfilling the goals of the company.

7

~ Internal vs. External Motivation:
It should be obvious by now that with the three motivation definitions given, the first two,
that of fear and reward motivation are external motivations- while the third motivaion
7
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definition; Attitude motivation is the one true internally driven motivation. The allure of the
external motivation 'techniques' is the control that they exert on the individual. Empires and
religions were built almost exclusively with them. Unfortunately most were destroyed by
them as well.

Motivation whether for ourselves or through motivating others, must satisfy the question:
'What will be gained or what loss will it prevent in the person being motivated.' We can
sunnize that a loss is something to fear, and a gain is something desirable. From the
motivational perspective then, whether it is to motivate ourselves or others, the question that
must be asked of the activity is:
'What will it get me or them, or what will stop me or them from losing.'

Every gain, every time something happens to you that is positive-changes your life. Winning
millions of dollars in a lottery when you have been 'getting by', changes your life in a big
way.

What is not changing automatically is whom you see yourself to be. Consequently, and this
is very important - If the change, (no matter how goot it is), seems contrary to the way your
self-images see you, then your self-image will actually see the change as potentially harmful
to you!
In spite of how much you're happy with the change, your self-image will try to undo the
change.

12

Look at how many people who have won lotteries and two years later were right back where
they started from. The 'winner' in those cases were the self.images,

Now of course not everyone who won at lotteries lost all their money. Only the ones who
had self-images that are allowed to drive the bus called your life, and believed that the gain
was somehow a net loss and therefore tried to stop it from happening.8

8
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II.

HUMAN NEEDS AND MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

2.1.The Types of Human Needs

Th~re are two types of human needs .

•••. Primary Needs: These are basic physical needs including food, water, sex, sleep, air, and
a reasonably comfortable temperature. These needs arise from the basic requirements oflife
and are important for survival of the human race. They are, therefore, universal among
people, but they vary in intensity from one person to another. For example, a child needs
much more sleep than an older person .

•••. Secondary Needs: Secondary needs are more vague because they represent needs of the
mind and spirit rather than of the physical body. Many of these needs are developed as one
matures. Examples are rivalry, self-esteem, sense of duty, self-assertion, giving, belonging,
and receiving affection. The secondary needs are the ones that complicate the motivational
efforts to managers. Nearly any action that management takes will affect secondary needs;
therefore, management planning should consider the effect of any proposed action on the
secondary needs of employees.9

9
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2.2.The Theories of Motivation

Understanding what motivated employees and how they were motivated was the focus of
many researchers following the publication of the HawThome Study results (ferpstra,1979).
Eive major approaches that have led to our understanding of motivation are Maslow's needhierarchy theory, Herzberg's two-factor theory, Vroom's expectancy theory, Adam's equity
theory, and Skinner's reinforcement theory.

According to Maslow, employees have five levels of needs (Maslow, 1943): physiological,
safety, social, ego, and self-actualizing. Maslow argued that lower level needs had to be
satisfied before the next higher level need would motivate employees. Herzbergs work
categorized motivation into two factors: motivators and hygienes (Herzberg, Mausner, &
Snyderman, 1959). Motivator or intrinsic factors, such as pay and job security, produce jobsatisfaction.

Vroom's theory is based on the belief that employee effort will lead to performance and
performance will lead to rewards (Vroom, 1964). Rewards may be either positive or
negative. The more positive the reward the more likely the employee will be highly
motivated. Conversely, the more negative the reward the less likely the employee will be
motivated.

Adam's theory simply states those employees' behaviours that lead to positive outcomes
will be repeated and behaviours that lead to negative outcomes will not be repeated (Skinner,

·-

1953). Managers should positively reinforce employee behaviours that lead to positive
15

outcomes. Managers should negatively reinforce employee behaviour that leads to negative
outcomes.l"

2.3.Description of Maslow's Motivation Theory

Abraham Maslow is considered to be the father of Humanistic Psychology, also known as
the 'Third Force'.

Humanistic

Psychology

incorporates

aspects of both Behavioural

Psychology and Psycjoanalytic Psychology. Behaviourists believe that human behaviour is
controlled by external environmental factors. Psychoanalytic Psychology is based on the
idea that human behaviour is controlled by internal unconscious forces. Though he studied
both Behaviouraland Psychoanalytic Psychologies, Maslow refected the idea that human
behaviour is controlled by only internal or external forces. Instead, Maslow's motivation
theory states that man's behaviour is controlled by both internal and external factors. In
addition he emphasizes that humans have the unique ability to make choices and excercise
free-ill.

Maslow showed little interest in animal or laboratory studies of human behaviour. He chose
instead to collect data for his theories by studying outstanding individuals. His studies led
him to believe that people have certain needs which are unchanging and genetic in origin.
These needs are the same in all cultures and are both physiological and psychological.
Maslow described these needs as being hierarchal in nature, meaning that some needs are
10
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more basic or more powerful than others and as these needs are satisfied, other higher needs
emerge.

Abraham Maslow developed the Hierarchy of Needs model in 1940-SOs USA. Maslow's
Hierarchy of Needs remains valid today for understanding

human motivation and for

management training. Abraham Maslow's key book, Motivation and Personality, was first
published in 1954 (second edition 1970). Maslow was born in New York in 1908 and died in
1970, although various publications appear in Maslow's name in later years. Maslow's PhD
in psychology in 1934 at the University of Wisconsin formedd the basis of his motivational
research, initially studying rhesus monkeys. Maslow later moved to New York's Brooklyn
College.11

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs states that we must satisfy each need in turn, starting with the
first, which deals with the most obvious needs for survival itself.

Only when the lower order needs of physical and emotional well-being are satisfied are we
concerned with the higher order needs of influence and personal development.

Conversely, if the things that satisfy our lower order needs are swept away, we are no longer
concerned about the maintenance of our higher order needs.

Maslow studied exemplary people such as Alber Einstein, Jane Addams, Eleanor Roosevelt,
.and Frederick Douglas rather than mentally ill or neurotic people. This was a radical
11
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departure from two of the chief schools of psychology of his day: Freud and Skinner. Freud
saw little difference between the motivations of humans and animals. We are supposedly
rational beings; however, we do not act that way. Such pessimism, Maslow believed, was
the result of Freud's study of mentally ill people. 'The study of crippled, stunted, immature,
and unhealthy specimens cna yield only a cripple psychology and a cripple philosophy'
(Motivation and Personality). Skinner, on the other hand, studied how pigeons and white rats
learn. His motivational models were based on simple rewards such as food and water, sex,
and avoidance of pain. Say 'sit' to your dog and give the dog a treat when it sits, and after
several repetitions - the dog will sit when you command it to do so. Maslow thought that
psychologists should instead study the playfulness, affection, etc., of animals. He also
believed that Skinner discounted things that make humans different from each other. lnstead,
Skinner relied on statistical descriptions of people.12

Maslow's hierarchy of needs was an alternative to the depressing determinism of Freud and
Skinner. He felt that people are basically trustworthy, self-proctecting, and self-governing.
Humans tend toward growth and love. Although there is a continous cylce of human wars,
murder, deceit, etc., he believed that violence is not what human needs are thwarted. In other
words, people who are deprived of lower needs such as safety may defend themselves by
violent means. He did not believe that humans are violent because they enjoy violence. Or
that they lie, cheat, and steal because they enjoy doing it.

According to Maslow, there are general types of needs (physiological, safety, love and
esteem) that must be satisfied before a person can act unselfishly. He called these needs
12
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'deficiency needs.' As long as we are motivated to satisfy these cravings, we are moving
towards growth, toward self-actualization, Satisfying needs is healthy, blocking gratification
makes us sick or evil. In other words, we are all 'needs junkies' with cravings that must be
satisfied and should be satisfied. Else, we become sick.

Needs are prepotent. A prepotent need is one that has the greatest influence over our actions.
Everyone has a prepotent need, but that need will vary among individuals. A teenager may
have a need to feel that he/she is accepted by a group. A heroin addict will need to satisfy
his/her cravings for heroin to function normally in society, and will not worry about
acceptance by other people. According to Maslow, when the deficiency needs are met: At
one other (and higher) needs emerge, and these, rather than physiological hungers, dominate
the organism. And when these in turn are satisfied, again new (and still higher) needs
emerge, and so on. As one desire is satisfied, another pops up to take its place.

2.3.1. Basic I Physiological Needs

Physiological needs are the very basic needs such as air, water, food, sleep, sex, etc. When
these are not satisfied we may feel sickness, irritation, pain, discomfort, ect. These feelings
motivate us to alleviate them as soon as possible to establish homeostasis. Once they are
alleviated, we may think about things.

19

2.3.2. Safety Needs

Safety needs have to do with establishing stability and consistency in a chaotic world. These
needs are mostly psychological in nature. We need the security of a home and family.
However, if a family is dysfunction, i.e., an abusive husband, the wife cannot move to the
next level because she is constantly concerned for her safety. Love and belongingness have
to wait until she is no longer cringing in fear. Many in our society cry out for law and order
because they do not feel safe enough to go for a walk in their neighbourhood. Many people,
particularly those in the inner cities, unfortunately, arestuck at this level. In addition, safety
needs sometimes motivate people to be religious. Religions comfort us with the promise ofa
safe secure place after we die and leave the insecurity of this world.

2.3.3. Belongingness and Love Needs

Love and belongingness are next on the ladder. Humans have a desire to belong to groups:
clubs, work groups, religious groups, family, gangs, etc. We need to feel loved (non-sexual)
by others, to be accepted by others. Performers appreciate applause. We need to be needed.
Beer commercials, in addition to playing on sex, also often show how beer makes for
camaraderie. When was the last time you saw a beer commercial with someone drinking
beer alone?

20

2.3.4. Esteem Needs

There are two types of esteem needs. First is the desire for strength, achievement, adequacy,
mastery and competence,

confidence in the face of the world, and independence

freedom. Second, there are the reputation

or prestige, status, recognition,

and

attention,

importance, and dignity .. This is similar to the belongingness level, however, wanting
admiration has to do with the need for power. People who have all of their lower needs
satisfied, often drive very expensive cars because doing so raises their level of esteem 'Hey,
look what I can afford-peon!'

2.3.5. Self-Actualization

Needs

The need for self-actualization is 'the desire to become more and more what one is, to
become everything that one is capable of becoming.' People who have everything can
maximize their potential. They can seek knowledge, peace, esthetic experiences, selffulfillment.
~~--,\.,.
.
, oneness with God, etc,
-· ·,t;

13
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III.

ACCORDING
TO
MASLOW'S
MOTIVATES EMPLOYEES IN TRNC

HIERARCHY

WHAT

The results of questionnaires show that mostly basic needs motivated the employees in
Turkish Republic ofNorthern Cyprus.

According to the results, thirty-three percent of employees is motivated by basic needs
which are water, money, air, food, etc. Eighteen percent of them is motivated by esteem
needs. Seventeen percent is motivated by safety needs. The other fifteen percent is motivated
by self-actualization.

Thirteen percent of them is motivated by belongingness. And four

percent of employees in TRNC is motivated by all of the needs which are basic, safety,
belongingness, esteem and self-actualization needs.

According to these results, the needs like money, food, air, water, etc are the most effective
things that can motivate the employees in TRNC. Most of them don't need to belong to any
group of people. They don't want to have higher status, they don't care about stability of
their job, etc. And also this questionnaire showed that money is the most important factor
that motivates employees and people in our society.

22

IV. LIMITATIONS

To prepare this study was hard for me. I faced with some limitations. Because I don't know
how to use computer very well, typing the study was hard for me. While preparing this
study, I had to use internet as well, but because I am not very well in using computer it took
me long time.

Preparing questionnaire for motivation that was filled by employees took long time for me.
At the end, I prepared twenty questions in order to be asked employees to find out what
motivates them mostly.

I could be able to do questionnaire with only 30 employees, I would like to do more but
because the preparation of the questionnaire took long time, the time was limited.

23

V. CONCLUSION

I concluded once again that the motivation is playing very important role in the workplace.
As the employees are motivated, they can work better, and help organizations or companies
to accomplish their organizational goals.

As I mentioned above in the third part of my study, firstly, employees are motivated by the
basic needs. They just want physical needs to be satisfied in order to be motivated.
Secondly, they are motivated by esteem needs. That means to be recognized by others is the
second motivational

drive for employees

in TRNC. Thirdly, safety needs motivate

employees according tothe results of questionnaires. They need their works to be stable as
the third motivational

drive. The fourth motivational

drive is self-actualization

that

motivates employees. It is not important for the most of employees to have higher status.
There are some employees who wants to go higher and higher. And the last drive is
belongingness, according to results, very small amount of employees need to belong to a
group. Most of them don't care about being accepted by others, or belong to a group or work
group. That means the employees generally are egoist. There are some that are humanist, but
not that much. Four percent of employees is motivated by all the needs which are basic,
safety, belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization

This study showed me that most of the employees are not happy with what they do now. I
think this is because they are not motivated in the right way. That means managers do not

24

know what their employees expect from them, or employees do not know what managers
expect from them.

25

VI. RECOMMENDATION

First of all, as I mentioned above, because employees are not motivated in the right way,
most of them are not happy with their job. So, managers should do this kind ofresearches to
determine what motivates their employees. As they know what their employees need, they
can be able to satisfy their needs and so motivate them to do their job better, and achieve
their organizational goals. This will also help them to communicate with their employees.

According to results, most of employees are egoist nowadays. They should be more
humanist, and they should work to belong to a group. According to me, one of the most
important factor in success is to be motivated by other people in the group that you take
place. And being loved or accepted by others should motivate the people. Because most of
the time, people are motivated by their friends to do something.

According to me, all of the Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs are very important to motivate
ourselves or the others. As we know this model defends that these five needs should be
satisfied step by step, such as first basic needs, then safety needs, then belongingness needs,
· then esteem needs, and as you satisfied all these needs, then you can need self-actualization.
So, the most of the employees should be motivated by all the needs, not only by basic needs.
This is necessary to improve oneself, the organization and the country. If only basic needs
motivate employees or people in general, they can not go higher, because they do not have
any aim for the higher and the future. So, this prevents people and societies to develop.
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APPENDIX A

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
The goal of this questionnaire is
a) to experience first hand the concepts of one of the work-motivation theories - the
popular Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs.
b) to find out what motivates employees at the work in Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus.
The following questions for the Motivation Questionnaire have possible responses. Please do
not skip any questions and answer all the questions for a proper evaluation. After you're done,
please check that you have answered all the questions before you go on to get the evaluation.
The evaluation will be done separately for the 5 different hierarchies of Maslow's Hierarchy
of Needs. The answers can range from a score of-12 through+ 12.
1. Special
well.
___
___
___
___

2.

3.

4.

5.

wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--___
Strongly Disagree
Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
'
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people,
___ · .Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree

___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
----Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
·
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
--Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly_Agree ,,
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat
Disagree
--___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree·
--Somewhat Agree
--Somewhat Disagree
--___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
----Strongly Disagree

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
--Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
-'---Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree

___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
19. Job security is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree·
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME:
JOB:
COMPANY:

ANSWERS
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
.
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS =
SAFETY NEEDS=
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS=
ESTEEM NEEDS=
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS=

•

APPENDIXB

MO'.f-lVATI-ONQUESTIONNAIRE
Status: BANKER
Company.' sName: Vi Y.A.B-A,1xJK,LTD
Date: 231p!04
.

L Special wage- increases- should. he given. toe employees who. de-their jobs very
wcll.
I
___
Strongly Agree
-~X
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
--'---- Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2~ Better. job: descriptions would.be, useful, so that employees will knaw-,'1ctly
what is expected of them
-~X_ StrongLy.~_wee
___
Agree
.
____
Somewhat4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree

Di~_:r-JTPP
--Strori~i; Disagree
3_ Employees.need to- be.reminded that their, jobs. are.dependent.on the coIDP-i~ny' s
to COmpetr-effectively.
I
___
Strongly Agree
--=-X-=- Agree
1·
___
Somewhat.Agree
___
Somewhat -:disagree
___
Disagree
___
StrJng!y Disagree
4__ Sup~isors. :11°t:Hgive a good. deal of attention.to the physicaLw°f king
conditions of'rheir employees.
___
Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
l
SomewhatA-gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis'tgree
--~
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to- develop a friendly working. atm°s,'here
among their people.
X
Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
i
___
S0mewhat4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis gree . __
____
Strongly•D1sagree

__x_

1

6.

Individual -rec-ogmtmn for above -standard -perfurmance
employees,
--=---X-=----- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Sorne\N'.hatl)isagree
___
Dtsagree
Y
--.-- _ Strongly~~gree

.

means

a lot to

.

7. Ind1fferent--supervrsmn can ofterrbroisefeetings
-~X-=·-· Strongly. ~gree
___
___

Agree
Somewhat },i.gree
_..e..__
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. E~l~yees want to feel that their real skills and. capabilities-are put.to )e on
their Jobs.
---=-X=-· _ Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat. 4'gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis1gree
___
Strongly Disagree
~. The-company retirement benefits and.stock, programs are important factors in
keeping eml?!-oyees--oniheirjobs.
·
---=-X=-- Strongly 1gree
___
Agree
;
___
Somewhat t}gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis~gree
.
___
Strongly Disagree
1 o~ Almost every-job-can- be made more stimulating and challe9ging.
-'-"-X-"-- Strongly Agree
·
. ,
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Di8fgree
____ Disagree
.
___
Strongly Di5rgree .
.
.
.
1 L Many employees want to give their best m everything they do.
___
Sttong1yAgree
,I
_ _K_Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
1
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

12. Management could show-more,interest in-the-employees by-spe.nsofing=~pcial
events after hours.
,
_ __X__ Strongly Agree

___
___
___

Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
___ Dis.agree___
.Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's. work is. actually: animportantre,ward.
X Strongty Agree
---~gree
.
__ Somewhat Agree
-So~eivhatDlS.fl.gree
Disagree
:·
----Strongly D~1gree
14. Employees want to be able to think of the...rnselves as- 'the best.' at the~ own
jobs.
___
Strongly ~gree
__ Agree
!
Somewhat.t\gree
Somewhat
Disagree
--I
_...lLD~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The-quality of the relationships.in the:informalwork group.is-_quite-imparant.
___
Strongly Agree
,
. ,
___
Agree
_-1:L_ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat n,-gree
Disagree
·
---· __ S.trongly Disagree
. . .
16. Individual incentive Bonuses-would improve th.eperformanceofemplqyees.
X__ Strongly Agree
i
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Di~q.gree
1
Disagree
·
--I

.

-.-.-.-. Str?11glyDi~ree
..
17. V1s1b1hfy-w1th-1:1pper-manage1nent·tS4111portantto-emp1oyees.
-~X=. _ Strongly 1)-_f:?;fee
___
Agree
i
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat bisagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
--18. Employees. generally like.tc schedule-their own.werk an.d:.tfrmake.jaa-a,Jated
decisions wrth-a-minimum-of'Sttpervision
J
__ X_ Strongly 1:,\.gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat4"gree
___
Sorrrewhat Disagree
____ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree-

19. Job security is important to employees
-~X_ Strongly
Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
.Strongly Disagree
20~ Having good equipmentto, work with is importaat.to ~ees.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
S~i:newhatDisrgree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Dis.agr~

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: FERA Y OKSUZOGLU
JOB: BANKER
COMPANY: ViYABANK LTD.

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 {ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 {BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

ANSWERS
Agree==2
Strongly Agree==3
Agree==2
Somewhat Agree==l
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree==3
Agree==2
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree=3
Disagree=-2
Somewhat Agree==l
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree==3
Strongly Agree=3

BASIC NEEDS= 2+1+3+3 = 9
SAFETY NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 11
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+3+1 = 10
ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+3-2+3 = 7
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 11

She is motivated by safety needs and self-actualization needs.

MOTIV A 'fION--QlJES1=JONNAIRE
Name-Surname: 01'-,rDER AR.SAN
1
Status SELLER
Company's Name: BAY TURTYRE-S-TLD.
Date: 20/12/04
1

L Special wage: increases should be- given- to employees who- do- their- jobs very
well.
.)
----=X=·- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
~-Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2.. RettP~ job descriptions would ~~ US.Pfol so that. employees- will.know-_9"ft!ctly
what 1s expected of them.
·
___
Strongly {gree
---=-X"-- Agree
'
___
Somewhat.Agree
___
Somewhat disagree
___
D1gr~e .
___
Strongly Disagree
3 •. Employees need to he remindedthat.their jobs are dependent on. the:_co~flny' s
to compete effectively
___
Strongly 4-gree
___
Agree
:
Somewhat 4grPe
___
Somewhat Disagree
X D~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors s.hmtld-give::aguod-:de~l-ofa:ttPntian:to:th.e::physi.eal:::w°fk.ing
conditions of their employees.
~-=X=·- StrongLy__4gree
1
___
Agree
___
Somewha.t-4-gree
___
Somewhat Oisagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5~ Supervisors. ought .to, work, .bard.. ta: develop: a:: friendly__ working- atmosphere
among their people.
I
___
Strongly.Agree
___
Agree
!

___
___

Somewhat.Agree

Somewhat Disagree
_ _-=ex=·- Di5igree
.
___
Strongly Disagree:

6.

I ndividual recognition for above standard performance
employees .
_ __,__X"-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree.
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
____
Strongly Di:Tgree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings
~~X=-- Strongly4gree
___
Agree
,
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree

means a lot to

======

Strd~gl; Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and.capabilities-areput
their jobs.
___
Strongly .t}gree
-~)(-=- __ Agree
'
____
Somewhat 4"gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
D~gree
.
-.--'-- Strongly Disagree
9. The ~ompany retirement ~~efit£- and: stock programs- are-imp.~
keeping employees on their Jobs.
-~Xe=_Stmngl_y4-gree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di~£ree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job-can.be::made-more-.sti:rn~,;and
cha:ll~ing.
___
Strongly Agree
·
,
x_~gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat :O,gree
.--Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees wantto give their best in everything they do.
___ · Strongly' ~gree
_ _x_Agree
____
Somewhat.Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

to-:tife on

£actprs in

U.. Management could.shew more: interest in. the: employees hy_ sp:onsoringf ocial
events after hours.
· ·
___
Strongly Agree

.K_ Agree
___

Somewh;:it-AW~P

___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13~Pri:de:.irrone' s work is.actnally an impcrtanr r~ward.
X
Strongly Agree
---~gree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
I
___
Strongly Disagree
14~ Employees want t.a-lie-ahle:to-:tb:inkof themselvesas 'the:hest'_atthi own
Jobs.
___
Strongly ,;\gree
_-2L_ A~ree 1
___
Somewhat 4gree
___
· Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strdngly Disagree
_
15. The: quality of the. relationships irr the informal-wnrk group:.is:q.uite::irn+ropant.
___
Strongly Agree
f}gree
____ Somewhat Agree
~-Somewhat~gree
___
Disagree
1
___
Strongly D~gree

-~x=· ._

16-alndi:vi:dual incentive lfont1:S.eS:.wo.u.l.d::-irnproye:the:.µ.erforman.c.e:.of~yees.
X Strongly Agree
___
4gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhato agree
~-Disagree
·
___
StronglyDis~.ree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees
___
Strongly i}gree
_-2L_ Agree
.i
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis1gree
___
Strongly Disagree

1·

18. Emp~oyees ?ener~l~ like ta sche~~-own:work
decisions with a mrrnrnum of supervision
___
Strongly. 4gree
!
___
Agree
___
SomewhaL"'l'gree
Somewhat
Disagree
--__
Disagree
__ X
__ Strongly Disagree

and to:.make.j:ob~r;/ated

19. Job security is important to employees
Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
--~
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree _
20. Having good equipmem-to work. with; is.important.to. efilP9Yees.,
_. __ Strongly Agree
_x
t\gree
___
S·omewhat Agree
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Disagree
.
Strongly Disagree:

--=x=· ._

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: ONDER ARSAN
JOB: SALESMAN
COMP ANY: BAY TUR TYRES TL T.

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+3+3+2 = 11
SAFETY NEEDS= 2-2+3+3 = 10
BELONGINGNESS

NEEDS= -2+3+2+2 = 5

ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+2+2+2 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 2+2+3+3 = 10

He is motivated by basic needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Disagree=-3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2

J\,10TIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surnarne: AHM-ET D(}KYANCI
l
Status BUILDER
Company's Name: KORM .AN CONSTRUCTION LTD.
n1tp·

2r.11 ?/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their .jobs very
well.
1
____
Strongly. Agree

X

--=---· '°--

2.

4~

_ _x_

5.

I

___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Hett~ job descriptions would, be useful so that employees will. know 9actly
what is expected of them.
·
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
'
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disacree
--10
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to be.reminded that.their jobs are dependent_on.thec~ny's
to compete effectively
J
___
Strongly 4gree
X Agree
___
Somewh::it~gree
____ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors should give. a good deal of attentionto the physical wOfking
conditions of their employees.
'
___
Strongly. 4-_gree
___
Agree
:
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors ought to work. hard to develop a friendly working. atm~here
among their _people
Stronzlv
A greP
--0-J
'9,-,·
Agree
'
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disa__gree

_- _x__

3.

A<rrPP
0
- ~

___x_

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
X
Somewhat
Disclgree
.
.
\
___
Disagree
'
____
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
:X__ Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
,
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree

means a lot to

8. Employees want to. feel that.their.real skills.and capabilities are.put.to. llfe on
their jobs.
'
_ _,,X=- Strongly 4-gree
___
Agree
'
___
Some.w.hat-4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement.benefits and stock.programs are irnp.ortanlfac.t~rs in
keeping employees on their jobs.
,
___
Strongly. tgree
_ _..c_X=-- Agree
,
___
Somewhatl;\gree
_ _,___ Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every-johcanhemade more .. stimulatingandchallPlnging.
-~X"'-- Strongly Agree
.
Agree.
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewh-~tD~gre~
____ Disagree
'
___
Strongly Dispgree
lL Many employees want. to, givetheir best.in. everything. t~ do.
_ _;ex=-- Strongly Agree
,
---~gree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat.Disagree
1
Disagree
___
Strongly DiTgree

l2. Management could show more interest in the employees by spcnsoncg.sociat
events after hours.
I
___
Strongly Agree

__....

_

-~X=----- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's Work is actually an important reward
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Dis,sigree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Dispgree
14 •. Fmplnyees_.want to b;e~hleto.thinlcofthen1selves.as. 'the best' at~
own
jobs.
'
__2L Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat ~gree
~-Somewhat Disagree
___
DiS¥gree
Strongly Disagree
--is. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite imparant.
-~X=-c..... Strongly Agree
--""-- Agree
_._· _.. _ Sbmewha! Agree
-~~
Somewhat Di,gree
___
Disagree
,
Strongly Disagree
--16.Individual incentive bonuses. would improve the performance.of employees.
L Strongly Agree
J

.x_

___

Agree

Somewhat Agree
----SoinewhatDi¥gree
1
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
17. -V-i-si-b~il-ity with upper management is important to employees.
--~
Strongly ~gree
_· _·_Agree
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis~gree
Strongly Disagree
--18. Employees ?ener~~ like to ~chedul~ ~eir own work and to make.job-r Jate,d
decisions with a mm1mum of superv1s1on. · ·
___
Strongly. _t}gree
___
Agree
__ X_ Somewhat .A,.gree
Somewhat Disagree
-----· _ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

_x_

1

19. Job security is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
_,...,,X..,,__ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree

_ _,,X...,,_ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTTh'lATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES
NAME-SURNAME: AHMET DUKY ANCI
JOB: BUILDER
COMP ANY: KORMAN CONSTRUCTION LTD.

ANSWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree=!
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree=I
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat Disagree=-!
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Agree=2
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree=I
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Somewhat Agree=l
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Agree=2
BASIC NEEDS= 2+1+3+2 = 8
SAFETY NEEDS= 1+2+2+2 = 7
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 2+3+2+3 = 10
ESTEEM NEEDS= -2+3+3+1 = 5
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+2+1 = 9

He is motivated by belongingness needs.

l\!IOTJV A TION QUESTIONNAIRE
Surname: ~~Tl\,f
l-T" rrnr.r T rr "1) T
Status: WORKER
Company's Name: BEBEGrM:ANAO}S:fJLU
Date 24/12/04
·
11.T~==

.J 'H.Ull'-'-

UJ

IHtlll'-'

.

.J .1.......,yt.Ll'I

.'- lJ .l'-..,,.1"\.J'-..,l".LJ'-..,'"~;·.,J

\.J'\....l

L Special wage. increases should be given to employees who. do their job~ very
11

"!Cl,
VY Vil,

2.

3.

4.

----=---X=-- Strongly Agree
I
1
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
· Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Better job descriptions would be. useful so that employees will know ~actly
what is expected of them.
'
___
Strongly ,s\gree
1
--=-X"-__- Agree
Somewhat.Agrer,
--Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to be. reminded that their jobs are dependent on the.c.ofilPi?ny's
to compete effectively
_·
Strongly tgree
K_Agree
___
Somewhat.4gree
___
Somewhat bisagree
___
Di£?gree
___
Strdngly Disagree
Supervisors sho~d give.a good deal of attention.to the physical wof-king
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly. ~gree
1
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
____ Strongly Disagree
Superviso~s ought to work hard to develop a friendly- working. atmosytiere"
among their people.
__ X~-- Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat ~gn~e
~-Somewhat Disagree
--~
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

_· x..

5.

~

6.

Individual recognition
for
employees.
___
Strongly Agree

above

standard

performance

means

a

lot

_2L__ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
SometvhatDis,agree
___
Disagree
J.
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision canoften bruise feelings
X
Strongly 4"gree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Difilfgree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees WBntto feel that tlw,ir real skills and capabilities are.put tu use on
their jobs
I
___
Strongly.4gree
K__Agree
'
___
Somewhat~1gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
---StrJngly
Disagree
9. The ~ompany retirement ~e~efits and stock programs are. imµortantf~9rs
keeping employees on their Jobs
___
Strongly.Agree
Agree
'
___
Somewhat4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and chall~ing.
___
Strongly Agree
·
___
Agree
X
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disf gree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly.Disagree
11. Many employees watn 'to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly 4gree
_ _X__Agree
;
___
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

in

_--=-ex~._

1

12.Management_could show more interest in the employees by. s.ponsoring; ocial
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

to.

----

Auree
~

___

Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work. is.actually an important reward
___
Strongly Agree
)
-~X~_ Agree
Somewhat Agree
----Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
;
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their; own
jobs.
· ·
1
___
Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
·
Somewhat _t\gree
Somewhat Disagree
--Disagree
___
Stro'ngly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite.important
___
Strongly Agree
---=X=-Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat D~~gree
1
___
Disagree
___
Strongl.y_Di5i~gree
16. Individual incentive bonuseswould improve. the.performanceof employees.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
J
____ . Agree
Somewhat Agree
-----,.-- Somewhat D~qgree
:
--- Disagree
--Strong!y.Di"::igree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
___
Strongly .t;\gree
_ _K_Agree
Somewhat Agree
--Somewhat bisagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

__x_

x_

---

I

UL Employees ~nPrn ~ly. like to. s.che~~hPir own. work. and to .rnakejoh-r1Jated
decisions with a mmrmum of supervrsion.
,
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
'
___
Somewhat 4gree
Somewhat
Disagree
----Disagree
,.
Strongly
Disagree
---

19. Job security is important to employees.
_X
Strongly Agree
--~Agree
___
Somewhat Agr.<;.e

___
___
___
20. Having

1_

_·
___
___
___
___

Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
good equipment to work with is important to employees
Strongly Agree
'
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Dis.agree
I
Di,sagree
Strongly Di "~gree.

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: YESiM HACIOGULLARI
JOB: WORKER
COMPANY: BEBEGiM ANAOKULU

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+1+3+3 = 10
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+2+2+3 = 9
BELONGINGNESS-NEEDS=

3+3-1+2 = 7

ESTEEM NEEDS= 2+2+1+2 = 7
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 1+2+2+2 = 7

She is motivated by basic needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=I
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=2
Somewhat Disagree=- I
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=Z
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3

l\10TIV ATION QUESTlONNAIR~ ·
Name-Surname ERKAN EFE
Status: :t\1ARKETER
Company's Name ARDEN GlDA
Date: 23/! 2/04

L

2.

3.

4-. ··

S.

Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
\
well.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
-~_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--___
Strongly Disagree
Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees. will know exactly
what is expected of them.
· J
___
Strongly ~gree
__ X_Afsree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--,<!:>.
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the comlli~ny'~
to compete effectively.
i
__ X Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
•
___
Somewhat 1i,gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors-should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
:1
___
Strongly 4gree
1•
__ X~_ Agree
___
Somewhat ::3-gree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Dis'\_gree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors- ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosf bere
among their people. .
-~X=-- Strongly 1?-gree
__ .__ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
'Somewhat Disagree
--,---~Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
---

6. Individual recognition
for
employees
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
X
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
---

above

standard

performance

means

a

lot

--Strongly Disagree
Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Disqgree
Strongly Disagree
---8. Emµlo-yees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put-to ~$e on
their jobs.
,
Strongly-Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat ~gree
Somewhat
Disagree
--___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7

x_

x_

9. The company retirement benefits and stock ·programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs
·
___
Strongly 1\-gree
-----'--'X"-- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challe9ging.
___
Strongly Agree
;
__ X_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
S?mewhat Di¥gree
Disagree
'
-~Strongly
Dis/;lgree
--11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
L Strongly Agree
,
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
----Somewhat Disrgree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring.social
events after hours.
-:
___
Strongly Agree

to

___

Agree

K_ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward
L Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat DiS{lgree
.
I
___
D 1sagree
___
Strongly Di~agree
14~ ~ mployees want to be, able to. think. of themselves as 'the best' at th.eiJ; own
JObS

_ _x__ Strongly Agree

'·

___
Agree
·
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis~gree
-~Strongly Disagree
15~ The quality of the relationships in the informal work. group is quite. important.
___
Strongly Agree
"'

----"-'x"'--- ~-gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagi·ee
·'
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance. of employees.
---=-X-=-- Strongly Agree
)
__
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
]·
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees
----=-X=- Strongly .Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision
I
___
Strongly Agree
K_ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work. with is important. to employees.

-~X=-- Strongly Agree
__ ._Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Dis.agree
---'-Disagree
___
Strongly Dis.agree

,

·

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

AME-SURNAME: ERKAN EFE
JOB: MARKETER
COMP ANY: ARDEN GIDA

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
. SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS

=

3+2+3+3 = 11

SAFETY NEEDS= 2+3+2+3 = 10
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+1+2 = 9
ESTEEM NEEDS = 1 +3+3+3 = 10
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 2+3+3+2 = 10
He is motivated by basic needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3

I•

'

MOTIV A Tl-ON QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: CUl\1EYT PE1)T A.il\I
Status: MARI(ETER
Company's Name: il>EK HQME
Date: 22/l 2/04
'

L Special wage increas.es should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well
.
)'
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
___
Somewhat.Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Bett~ job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know iµctly
what rs expected of them.
--"X=- Strongly 11-gree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis gree
___
Strongly Disagree
3~ Employees- need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the. compf11y's
to compete effectively.
,
_X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat -A,gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di5rgree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the. physical working
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly- Agree
----=-X-=-- Agree
'
___
Somewhat 1?ree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis gree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard t0- develop- a friendly working, atmosf here
among their people.
---"X=. _ Strongly t}gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disfgree
___
Strongly Disagree
V

Vl

.

x_

1

1

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
K._ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
l
___
Strongly Di~gree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings
___
Strongly A,gree
K_Agree
___
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis gree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that.their.realskills and capabilities are put to. ~e on
their Jobs.
,
.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are impcrtantfactors in
keeping employees on their jobs
___
Strongly ~gree
--=X-=--Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and- challe~ging.
L Strongly Agree
:
Agree
___
Sbmewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly DiSp.gree
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
L Strongly Agree
-.-· _Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
·
___
Strongly Disagree

1

x_

;

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring ~ocial
events after hours.
Strongly Agree

_ __x_

___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important

reward .

.K_ Strongly Agree
___
___
___

Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
·
--___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
___
StronglyAgree
_lL_Agree
___
Somewhat-Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships-in-the informal. work group is. quite imporant.
--"X--"-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Dis.c}gree
Disagree
----Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance.of employees.
___
Strongly Agree
.
'i
_X__Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Dis~gree
___
Disagree
,:·
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
--"X~ Strongly4gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree
--18. Employees generally like.to scheduletheirownwork and tcmake joh-related
,.
decisions with a minimum of supervision. . ·
i
___
Strongly Agree
.K_Agree
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees
X
Strongly vJ "0Azree
___
Agree
:
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
-~X"--- Strongly Agree
---~gree
___
SomewhatAgree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
'
___
Strongly Disagree

,L

ESTIMATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES
NAME-SURNAME: CUNEYT PEKT AN
JOB: MARKETER
COMP ANY: TPEK HOME

ANSWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree=l
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Agree=2
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
BASIC NEEDS= 2+2+2+3 = 9
SAFETY NEEDS= 3+3+2+3 = 11
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 11
ESTEEM NEEDS= 1+3+2+3 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3+2 = 11

He is motivated by safety, belongingness, and self-actualization needs.

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: MURAT GqKC::E
Status: MARKETER
.
Company's Name: ADEM KANER
Date: 22/12/04

L Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their job~ very
well.
L Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know iactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
-~X~Agree
i
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. -Employees. need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the com~any' s
to compete effectively.
·
Strongly 11-gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical w~rking
conditions of their employees.
·
___
Strongly Agree

_x_

---=-X-=---- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis,gree
___
Strdngly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
·
___
Strongly ~gree
_x_Agree
'
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di5rgree
___
Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
---=-X--=--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
1
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
___
Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
Somewhat 4,gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Distgree
___
Strdngly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to life on
their jobs.
___
Strongly 4,sree
___
Agree
Somewhat 1gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The ?ompany retirement ~e~efits and stock programs are important fac 9rs in
keeping employees on their Jobs.
·
·
___
Strongly Agree
--=x=-- Agree
___
SomewhatAgree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis1gree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
I
L4'gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
S~mewhat Disr,gree
___
Disagree
,
Stronzlv
Disazree
--Ll.f:r-J
I o
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
I
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat D~gree
___
Disagree
,
___
Strongly Disagree

_x_

_ _x___

1

I

__x__

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring_~pcial
events after hours.
·
Strongly Agree

_ _x__

___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
1
Strongly Agree
---~gree
~-Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
1
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at th~ own
jobs.
·
---=X=- Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
___
Somewh.aL"4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite imporant.
---=X~ Strongly Agree
---J\gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
I
___
Strongly Disagree
16-. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of emp11yees.
·
Strongly Agree
.
fgree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Diigree
___
Disagree
.
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
__
Strongly fgree
_ __K_Agree
:
___
SomewhaL-4,gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di:'jgree
___
Strongly Disagree
18.Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to mak.e.j.oh.-,Jated
decisions with a minimum of supervision
·
---=X=-- Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di5tgree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

_x_

-~.

19. Job security is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
1
.K_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20-B--.a.ving.goodequipment to work with is important to empl?ees.
___
Strongly Agree
_.K__Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
'
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: MURAT GOK<;E
JOB: MARKETER
COMP ANY: ADEM KANER

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+2+2 = 9
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+3+2+2 = 9
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 2+1+3+3 = 9
ESTEEM NEEDS = 3+ 1 +3+2 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 2+2+2+3 = 9

He is motivated by basic, safety, belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization needs.

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
. ;arne-Surname: SOMER YILDIRlM
tatus: SECRETARY
Company's Name: GUNCEL TiCARET
Date: 21 /12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
_X
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
--5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop· a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
__x_· Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
.Agrec
--=-X~ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree
--8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
__ X_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
__ X_' _ Strongly Agree
-~-Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Some .•vhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree
--10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat i\.gree
Somewhat Disagree
--____ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
--=-X~' _ Strongly Agree
____ Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

____

Somewhat Agree

--·----

c.~~~-~,.,t,.,,
n:"""-""
vvu1i..:;v, u<.H. 1..110ut=,1i..:;c
1

Disagree
--___
Strongly· Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
____
____
___

Agree
Somewhat i\.grec
Somewhat Disagree
n:o,,,--,,.,,,,

----

L'lJU.f:SlVV

___
Strongly Disagree
14. En1ployces want ·to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
__ X_ Strongly 1\.grce
_· __ Agree
~,-...~o,,:,h0t·.

I\

1""'!,~!...~··

-----

UVill\,,,Hll(-U,

11..t:,l'-'c;

___

Somewhat Disagree

___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
_A_ _.. :•.-

___

.2

11.t:,.1vv

____

Somewhat Agree
Somewhat
Disagree
----___
Disagree
____ Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.

___

Somewhat Disagree

----

n;
"'.,
,·, ''""
.L,#ilJ\.-i-f:,iVV

_ X

Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to ernplo1·ees.
___
Strongly Agree
____ ,;._gree
___
Somewhat Agree
_X
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--_____ Strongly Dlsa.gree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
___
Strongly Agree
___
P.,.gree
__ X~' _ Somewhat Agree
______ Somewhat Disagree
____ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

19 . .Job security is important to e111ployecs.
__ X_r _

Strongly Agree

____

~4gree

____ Somewhat Agree
_____ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree

Strongly· Dlsagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
_((
_ Strongly /\grcc
Agree
-----

___

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NA~ffi-SURNA,_\ffi: SOMER YILD{RIM
JOB: SECRETARY
COMP Al\TV: GlJ:N{~ELTiCr\RET

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SE..NTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS),
SENTENCE 3 (SA.FETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)·
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTE..N"CE 10 (SELE-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS}
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS}
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCK18 (SELF-ACTUAUZ_-\.TION: NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS} .

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Disagree=-1
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=J
Somewhat Agree=]
Strongly Agree=J

Agree=Z
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Ag,ee=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=Z
Strongly Agree=3
Agt;ee=2
Agree=Z
. Strongly Disagzee=S
Somewhat Disagreae. j
Somewhat Agi-ee=l
Strongly Agree=J
Strongly Agree=S

BASIC NEEDS= 3+3-3+3 = 6
SAFETY NEEDS= 3~1+3+f = 8
BELONGINGNESS

NEEDS= 3+3+2+2

= 10

ESTEEM NEEDS= 1+2+2-J = 4
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 3+3+3+1·= 10

He is motivated by beloeglngness.ann

self-actualizatiftD:needs.

__..,..

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: A YSE ONBASI
Status: SECRETARY
Company's Name: MESAN iNSAAT STi. LTD.
Date: 25/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very

2.

3.

4.

5.

well.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
--=X---=--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
__
Strongly Agree
X Agree
--~
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
--=X---=--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
__ ·_ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities arc put to use on
their jobs.
__ X~- _ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs arc important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

---=-X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
L
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.·
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
-~X=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
L
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
___
Strongly Agree
LAgree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
-~X- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly· Disagree

ESTIMATION
NAMF-SURNAME:
JOB: SECRETARY
I

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

A YSE ONBASI
.

•

COMPANY: 1\1ES.AN INSAAT STI. LTD.
'

AN~WERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree= 3
SENTE...NCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS}
Strongly Agree= 3
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree= 2
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS}
Agree=Z
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS}
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree= 3
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM_NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
I
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZ._~TION NEEDS} Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE U (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS}Agree=Z
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=J
SE-NTENCK14 (ESTEE.."J\1 NEEDS.}
Strongly ~ee=3
SENTENCE 15 (B.ELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZ..4..TION NEEDS).
Agree=Z
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 11
SAFETY NEEDS-= 3+2+3+~

=

11

BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+2+3 = 11
ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+3+1+1i;::: 12
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3+2 = 11

She is motivated by esteem needs.

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
. fame-Surname: ABDO NAZiKDiL
tatus: GLAZIER
Company's Name: COUSINS LTD.
Date: 25/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
--~
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
·
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
--~-Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

x_

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
--=-X-"--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities arc put to use on
their jobs.
--=-X-"--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs arc important factors in
b..'-'-JJ~ug employees on their jobs.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
-~Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
_-=..ex=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
-~Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

i2. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
X_ Strongly Agree

____
___
____
____

Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
---13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
V

~

___
____
____
____
___
1 ,i
J.'9.
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Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
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-~y_"-~Strongly Agree
____

A•. grcc

____
____

Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree

----'--

JJ
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1.:ia19 \;\.,

___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
____ Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
____ Somewhat Disagree
____ Disagree
____ Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
---___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
X_ Strongly Agree
____ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
~--Somewhat Disagree
____ Disagree
____ Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
d1.1.~.:,~v11.:, VV
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a lll~ll~lUUlU

of

__ :X_'_ Strongly Agree
____ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
-----Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

.:>UJJel V ision.

19. Job security is important to employees.
-------C-X~' _ Strongly Agree
____ Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
____ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
____ Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
_ __cy:...:"-=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
n:

nn~-nn

1::.a1:,1 '-''-'

____

.1J

___

Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: ABDO NAZiKDiL
JOB: GLAZIER
COMPANY: COUSINS LTD.

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS l'{EEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 12
SAFETY NEEDS = 3+3+3+3 = 12
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
He is motivated by all needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3

l\10TIV ATION QUESTIONNAIRE
hrne-Surmrne: Y! JS! JF KA YNAK
Status: ALUivHNiUM
Date: 26/12/04
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ESTIMATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES
AME-SURNAME: YUSUF KA YNAK
JOB: ALUMINIUM
COMP ANY: COUSINS LTD.

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-AcruALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)

ANSWERS
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyDisagree=l
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3

BASIC NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
SAFETY NEEDS= 3-3+3+3 = 6
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+3+3= 12
ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3+3= 12

He is motivatedby basic needs, belongingness needs, esteem, and self-actualization
needs.

l\f OTIVAT!ON

QUESTIONNAIRE

Status: MOBILE SELLER
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1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
Stronzlv
--:::,. . Azrec
~·
-----=--X"'--- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Detter job descriptions would be useful so that employees will k.110,v exactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
X__ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively,
_ X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat A•. gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
-----=--X=-~ _ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
----=--X"'--- Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
-.---Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
__
c,__
Agree
___ , _ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
_ X Disagree
____
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
---'----X=---- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
__ · __ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree·
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
---=--X=---- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
____ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
_X
Somewhat Agree

___

Somewhat Disagree

___
___

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12. Manaucmcnt could show more interest in the cmolovccs bv snonsorinu social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree
._..

-

.l

"'

"'

.••

-

'

-~y-~
_ Agree
____
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
_ X Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
____
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related

decisions with a minimum of supervision.
___

-~x~T ___
____
____
___

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
----~
Strongly Disagree
20. I laving good equipment to work with is important to employees.
-~-X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
_ ___,_x-'---- _

___

ESTIMATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES
NAME-SURNAME: CEMALiYE DUKY ANCI
JOB: MOBILE SELLER
COMP ANY: OZUSTUN TELEKOM

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
BASIC NEEDS= 2+3+3+3 = 11
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+3+3+3 = 11
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 1+3+2+2= 8
ESTEEM NEEDS= -2+3-2+3 = 2
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 2+1+3+2= 9

She is motivatedby basic needs and safety needs.

ANSWERS
Agree=2
Agree=2
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
SomewhatAgree=l
Disagree=-2
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
Agree=2 .
SomewhatAgree=l
Agree=2
StronglyAgree=3
Disagree=-2
Agree=2
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3
Agree=2
StronglyAgree=3
StronglyAgree=3

MOTIVATION

QUESTIONNAIRE

·: ACCOUNTANT
npany s Name: F'"i\fvli\Di\f~

CEfv'iiL tsi,

L Special wage irH:,1l;a~c~ should be given to employees who do their jobs very
welL
___y_;__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
----Somewhat Disagree
--_____ D isagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7
Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
_____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disacrce
-~Strongly Disagree
--3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs arc dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
____ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
X
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree

___

Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical worki . ng
conditions of their employees.
____
Strongly Agree
X Agree
______ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree

___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
_____ Disacrec
--~
Strongly Disagree

6.

Individual
employees.
~x~

___

for above standard

performance

means a lot to

Strongly Agree
Agree

Somewhat 1\grcc
Somewhat Disagree
Disacrcc
____
Strongly Disagree
Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
_X __ Strongly Agree
---

1

__ . _- _ Somewhat Agree
.· ~
~
~ -- -

Somcwnat Uisagrce

____

Disagree

_____ Strongly Disagree

8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities arc put to use on
their jobs.
X
___

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree

______ Somewhat Disagree
____

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs arc important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
__ X_' _ Strongly Agree

_____ Agree
___

Somewhat Agree

_____ Somewhat Disagree
____

10.

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Almost every job can be made more stimulating
.-..
'
xtrongiy Agree

and challenging .

_X
Agree
'~
'
_____ Somewhat
/'.lg.rec
-

---

Somewhat Disagree

___
Strongly Disagree
11. I\,Jany employees want to give their best in c . . .erything they do.
X
Strongly Agree
---

___
___
___

Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

.X

___

Agree
Somewhat Agree

___
Disagree
---------·--- Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's \Vork is actually an important reward.
Strongly l\. grce
Agree
_)( Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Lrnptoyces want to be able to trunk or themselves as ·tile best at their O\Vn
jobs.
·_.:'\
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Stronulv
Disaurcc
~b

---

15. 1 he quality or the rclationslups m the mrormal \VOr!( group is quite important.

___

Strongly Agree
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
i 6. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance
)~
Strongly Agree
_____ Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
. •x1..

of employees.

Disagree
___

Strongly Disagree

17. \/ rsrbilitv with upper manaccmcnt

X
___

Strongly Agree
i\grec
Somewhat Agree

____

Disagree

1s importanr to employees,

18. Employees generally like Lo schedule their O\Vn work and to make job-related
___

Strongly Agree

___

Somewhat Agree

___

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

l'J. Job security ts unnortant
-~L Strongly Agree

to

CllHJ1G\'CCs.

_____ Agree
Somewhat Agree
--Somewhat D isagrcc
___
Disagree
~trongJy Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important lo employees.
Agree
SOll1C\Vll8t

---

___

Somewhat

l\.grce
Disagree

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SlJ1U\JA .l\1E: KEZBA.N POYR..AZLAR

JOB: ACCOlTNTA.i"J\fT
C0~.1PA:..1'.JY: RA1v1ADA.N CErv1~ ISL.

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SE..1'!.TF.N.CE 2 (S,A.FETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTK.NCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 {BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDsi
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTK.NCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZ._ATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEE.OS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS) .
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEE.._1\1. NEEDS)
SENTENf.E 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEl'.DS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+3

=

11

SAFETY NEEDS=3+l+3+~,:c=
BELONGINGNRSS

10

NEEDS= 3+3+2+2 = lO

SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 2+3+-l+2=S

She· is motivated by esteem needs.

ANS\VERS
Strongly Agree=J
Strongly Agree=J
Somewhat Agree=I
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=J
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly AgJ;ee=3
Strongly Agree=J
Agree=Z
Strdngly Agree=J
~ee=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=S
Agree=2
'
Strongly Agr,ee=3
Strongly Agree=J
~ee=2
Strongly Agree=J
Strongly ,Fecc3
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Date: 21/12/04

L Speci, 11_ wage increases should he given in employees who do their jobs very
well.
--~;'~-'"=·- Strongly Agree
Agree
0

.•...,

___
Somewhat Disagree
~----- Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
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employees will

~1.0;:v· exactly

what is expected of them.
Strongly i\grcc
X Agree
_____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
rv: •. n~+".•""n

---

.LI 1Jt:L,Sl \.,\.,

___
Strongly Disagree
J. Lmployees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
lo compete effectively.
){ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
_____ Strongly Agree
X__ Agree
-·
Somewhat Agree
____ Somewhat Disagree
________ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
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among their people.
Strongly Agree
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Agree
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____ Somewhat Disagree
_____ Disagree
_ _X___ Strongly Disagree
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employees .
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Somewhat /\grcc
Somewhat Disagree
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____
Strongly Disagree
Incntcrcnt supervision can. often bruise rceungs.
Strongly Agree
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!\

_____
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----

Somewhat

Agree
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Disagree

8. Employees want lo feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
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___
___

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
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Disagree
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The company retirement benefits and stock programs arc important factors in
keeping employees 011 their jobs,
-~X~r
_ Strongly Agree
_____ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
.
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
i 0. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.

9.

___
Agree
--~·,_>'~"'--- Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Strongly Disagree
11. l\'lnnyemployees want to give their best in everything they do.
X

Strongly Agree

___ i\grcc
Somewhat Agree
--____

___
___

Somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

•

,1

1

rn rne crnpioyccs

events after hours.
_ X
Strongly Agree

oy spnnsoru1g sociai

1

•

'

1

___

....,.,..

_____ Agree
___
Somewhat

---

Agree

Disagree

13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
Stroi1gly /\.g_rcc

- x_ Agree
________ Somewhat Agree
---

Somewhat

Disagree

___

Strongly Disagree

14. Lmployccs want to be able to trunk or themselves as 'the best'
jobs.

)(.

at thcrr own

Strongly Agree

---

Agre: . :

___

Somewhat

Somewhat Agree
Disagree

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

15. The quality of tile relationships
X Strongly Agree
_____ Agree
.--___

in

the informal work group is quite important.

Somewhat Agree
Disagree

16. individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
)(
Strongly Agree
___

Agree

Somewhat Disagree
_________ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. \/ isrbihty with upper management is important to emolovees.
___
Strongly Agree
---

1\.

---

Aercc
b
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Somewhat Agree

____

Disagree

____

Strongl, . .: Disagree

18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with c.l ill~il;llllUtl
of .ill~}~l V;S;Ull.
___

Strongly Agree

___

Agree
Somewhat Agree

__ X
___

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

.

l~J . Job security iS unportant to employees.
_ _ex_:,_·'_ Strongly Agree

_____
___
_____
____

Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree

20. Having good equipment to work with is important lo employees.
Strongly Agree
_..x_Agree
-----
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Somewhat Disagree
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Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: NiY AZi KARA
JOB: MARKETER
COMPANY: GUNCEL TiCARET

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
BASIC NEEDS = 3+2+3+2 = 10
SAFETY NEEDS = 2+3+3+3 = 11
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= -3+3+3+3 = 6
ESTEEM NEEDS= 1+2+3+2 = 8
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 1+3+2-2 = 4

He is motivated ?Y safety needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Disagree=-3
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
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ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: AHMET ANLAR
JOB: ALUMINIUM
COMPANY: COUSINS LTD.

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+2 = 10
SAFETY NEEDS = 2-2+3+3 = 6
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= -2+3+3+2 = 6
ESTEEM NEEDS = 3+3+3+3 = 12
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3-2+3+1 = 5
He is motivated by esteem needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Disagree=-2
Agree=2
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=l
Agree=2
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OF QUESTlONNAlRES
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ANSWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SE_NTENCE2 (SAFEIY NEEDSf
s:rong!.y ~ee=3
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Dtsagree=-2
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=S
SENTFNCT6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat.Agree=I
SENTENf E 7 (BELONGINGNESS
NEEDS)
Strongly Agred=3
SENTENCES (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agtee=3
SENTE..NCF. 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZA.TION.NEEDS).Somewhat
Agree=I
SENTENCE 11 (S·ELF-ACTUALIZATIONNEEDS)-Strongly
Agree=J
SENTENCE.12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS} _
Somewhat Agree=I
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCK 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree= 1
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=S
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agfee=3
SENTENCE18-(SELF-ACTUAT.IZATION
NEEDS)A~ee=2
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE.20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly A ee=3

1

BASIC NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
SAFETY NEEDS= 3-2+3+f = 7
BELONGINGNESS

NEEDS= 3+3+1+3

=

10

ESTEEM NEEDS= 1+3+l+f = 8
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 1+3+3+2 = 9

She is motivated by basic needs,
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ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: ALi Af\SAN
JOB: MARKETER
.
COMPA,.~:

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SEN-TEN CE

1 (BASIC_NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
12 (B-ELON-GINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELf-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS}
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
2()

(BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS = 3+2+3+ 1 = 9
SAFETY NEEDS= 3-1+3+~ = 8
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 2+2+2+2 = 8
ESTEEM NEEDS

= 2+1+3+~ = 10

SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 1+3+2-2 = 4
He is motivated by esteem needs.

ANSWERS
.Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Disagree=- I
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agr,ee=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=I
Strongly Agree=J
Agree=Z
Agree=Z
Strongly Ag,;ee=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=j
Strongly Agree=J
Disagrye=-2
Strongly Agree=3

Somewhat Agree=S
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ESTIMATION

OF QUESTfONNAIRE.S

N A-ME-S UR..._l\/.A..._ME: SUT~ TA: . T\/ TUNC
JOB: ACCOUNTANT
COMP,A~T\JY: RAMAnAN CEM!L ISL
A .N.SWERS
•
SENTENCE l (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Disagree=vI
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Agree=Z
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree=I
SE1'1TENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Disa:gree=-2
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTE_NCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Agtee=Z
SENTENCE 9 {SAFETY NEE_DS)
Agtee=2
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZ_,\TION NEEDS) Somewhat ~ee=l
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Agree=2
,
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Disagree=-3,
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Agree=2
SFNTENCF. 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS}Strongly 1\gree=3
SENTENCE 15 {BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=Z
.
Sli:.N.TENCE.16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
- Agree=2 - \
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Disagrte=-2
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS):
Agree=Z
I

i

BASIC NE.EDS= 3+2+3+2 = 10
SAFETY NEEDS~J.3+3:+t= 5
BELONGINGNESS

NEEDS= 1+3-3+2 = 3

i'.ST1£EM N£EOS =--2+2+~
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

=5

NEEDS= !+2+2-2 = 3

She is motivated by bask needs,
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ANSWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS}
Strongly Agree=J
)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE.A (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 5 "(BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)_
Strongly A&fee=3
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agr'ee=3
SENTE__NCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS}
Strongly: Agree=3
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Dis~e=-2
SENTENCE 11 {SF.T ,F-ACTUALIZAT!ON NEEDS)Agree=2
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly: Ag,ee=3
SENTENCE 13 ~SELF-ACTUALIZATJON NEEDS) Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS}
Agree=Z
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Somewhat Disagree=::2
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 19 {SAFETY NEEDS)
. .Strongly Agree=3
SE_NTE_NCE 20 (RASIC NEEDS)
. Strongly ~ee=3
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ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: AYHANBARl~

JOB MARl'..ETER
co~.1PA.NY:DAGU TRADJNG,J, TD.
."•. NSWERS

SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agr.ee=J
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NF,F.HS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENc;E.5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS}
.Strmigly Agr.ee=J
SENTENCF. 6 (F.STEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)Strongly
- - Agtee=J
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 9.(SAFETY NEEDS)
Strnng~y Agilee=3
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZ..,c\,TIONNF,F.DS)Strongly ~ee=3
SENTENCE t 1 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agre.e=J
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGLNGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 13.(SELF-ACTUAUZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agree=]
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Stron~y ~ee=3
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree-2
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Somewhat Disagr.)e=-2
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 18. (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NF,F,DS)Agree=Z
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree;.=3
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly A&j°ee=3
'

BASIC NEEDS= 3+3-2+3 = 7
SAFETY NEED.S-=3+3+3+3i= 12

BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+3+2 = 11
EST££1\'t NEEDS= 3+3+3+~= 12

SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3+2.= H

He is motivated by safety and esteem, needs.

(_.

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: 0ZG0 TOREL
Status: ARCHITECT
Company's Name: LEVENT SiRKETLER GRUBU TOFAS
Date: 26/12/04
1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
--=X-"-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's

x_

to compete effectively.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly Agree
_X_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
____ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere

__x_

among their people.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
_____ Disagree
__
Strongly Disagree

x_

.

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
---=X=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
_
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
-~X"-- Agree
___
Somewhat f\gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree

x__

------"-'Xe........Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be.made more stimulating and challenging.
_....:cX-=-" _ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
__
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
____ Strongly Agree

___

Agree
Somewhat Agree
_____ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
-~Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own

x__

jobs.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related

x__

decisions with a minimum of supervision.
___

Strongly Agree

___

Agree

___

Somewhat Agree

___

Somewhat Disagree

_X'
___

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

.,

I•

'

19. Job security is important to employees.
_ _;X'--"-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
_ _;Xe.:__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: OZG-0 TUREL
JOB: ARCHITECT
COMPANY: LEVENT SiRKETLER GRUBU TOFAS

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

ANSWERS
1 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Agree=2
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Somewhat Disagree=-1
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Somewhat Disagree=-1
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Strongly Agree=3
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=2
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS) Disagree=-2
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3

BASIC NEEDS = 3+3+3+3 = 12
SAFETY NEEDS= 3+2+2+3 = 10 ,
BEWNGINGNESS

NEEDS= -3+3-1+2 = 7

ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 11
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 3-2+3-2 = 3

She is motivated by basic needs.

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: ERIN<; KARAKAS
Status: INSURANCE
Company's Name: COMMERCIAL INSURANCE LTD.
Date: 24/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
x_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
___
Strongly Agree
x_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
--"X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
--"X-=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
.Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
__ X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
----Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x__

x__

x__

x__

x__

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

x_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
-Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
x_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
x_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.

x_

--=-X.:..- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
--=-X~Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
x_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree

x_

x_

""'"'--- Somewhat Disagree
•.
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF1JUEST10NNAIRES

NA~1E-SUR:NAME: ERiN<; KARAKA.S
JOB: INSURANCE
COMPANY: COM:MERCIAL INSURANCE.LTD.
.."LJS'SWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
StroogJy A.gr~]
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agr13e=3
SENTENCE.3 (SAF.ETY NEEDS)
Agrne=2
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE -5 (BELONG1NGNESSNEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTE..'l\iCK6: (ESTEEM-NEEDS~
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 8 {ESTEEM NEEDS)_
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 9_(SAF.ETY_N.E.EDS)
Agree=2
)
SENTENCE 1:0 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS):Stmngly Agfee=3
SENTEN<;::12-11(SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strongly Agtee=J
SENTENCE_ 12 fBELONGINGNESS NEEDS}
A&ri~e=2
SENTEN<;;E 13 (SELF-ACT.UAJJZATIONNEEDS} Strnhg4yAgree=B
SENTENCE 1:4-(ESTEEMNEEDS)
Strangl:y~ee=3
SENTEN<;::E 1-5.-(BEWNGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agr.ee=3
SENTENCE 1-6 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strangly Agree=J
SENTENc;:E.-17-(EST-EEM NEEDS)
Strnng4y A-gree=3
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) Strorrgl.y ~ee=3
SENTENC,El9-(SAFET¥ NEEDS)
.Str.ouglyAgree=J
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly ~ee=3
I

BASIC NE-EDS= 3+3+3+3

=

12

SAFE]'¥ NEEDS-= 3-+2+2+-3)=10
BELONGINGNF...SS NEEDS= 3+3+2+3 = U

ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+3+3ct:~ = 12
SELF-A CJlJA-LlZA-I'-ION NEEDS = -3ct----3+---3+-J-=--l-2

He ts motivated by basic, esteem, and self-actualization needs,

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: MUST AF A BOY ACIZADE
Status: WORKER
Company's Name: SUPERONLINE TOK.EL NET
Date: 24/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
---=X-=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
-~X_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
__
Strongly Agree
_X_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly Agree
_X_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
___
Strongly Agree
_ _K_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
-~Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
K__Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
StronglyAgree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
.K__Agree
___
Somewhat,Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
_ _,,_X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can bemade more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
K._Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
_ _x__Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x__

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

-----"X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
_
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
_lL_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
·
--=-X~ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree .
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
-----"X~ Strongly Agree
__
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
~--Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

x_

19. Job security is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
__
Strongly Agree
_-"X-=--- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

1,
'•:·;:'."

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: MUSTAFA BOYACIZADE
JOB: WORKER
COMP ANY: SUPERONLINE TOKEL NET

ANSWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE.14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+2 = 10
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+2+2+3 = 9
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 2+3+2+2 = 9
ESTEEM NEEDS= 2+2+2+3 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 2+2+3+3 = 10
He is motivated by basic and self-actualization needs.

Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2

1,

;~·

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: CiVAN <;ELiK
Status: SECRETARY
Company's Name: CREATIVE AJANS
Date: 24/12/04
1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very

2.

3.

well.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
-~X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
Strongly Agree
___ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
.
Supervisors should give a good deal ofattention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly Agree
K_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
-~Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

_x_

4.

5.

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
~-Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs ..
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
~-Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
K_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

x_

x_

x_

x_

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

!.

:-:-

--"X-=--- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree.
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
--=X-=--- Strongly Agree
__
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree

x_

x__

x_

~-"X-=--- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

.

19. Job security is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x__

x__

r.:

ESTIMAUON OF QUESTIONNAIRES
~AME-SURNAME: ctv AN <;ELiK
JOB: SECRETARY
COMPANY: CREATIVE AJANS

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+1 = 9
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+3+3+3 = 11
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 3+3+2+1 = 9
ESTEEM NEEDS = 1 +3+3+2 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 2-2+3-2 = 1

She is motivated by safety needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Disagree=-2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: F..AKAN HA.i~(;ERLiOGLU
Status: CABii~'ET-MAKE~
,
Company's Name:
Date: 25/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.

x_ Strongly Agree

___
___

2.

3-.

4.

Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
Better job- descriptions would b€. useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
-~X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--I
___
Strongly Disagree
Employees need to b-e reminded that their jobs are dependent on the comptiny's
to compete effectively.
___
Strongly Agree
X___ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
--Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat 4gree
Somewhat Disagree
----~gree
Strongly Disagree
--Supervisors. ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosf here
among their people.
___
Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
Somewhat 1-}gree
Somewhat Disagree
--___
Di,igree
___
Strongly Disagree

x.

5.

x.

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
--"X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
.
I
___
D 1sagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
---=-X"'-· _ Strongly 4gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their re.al skills and capabilities are put to Ufe on
their jobs.
---=-X,,__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di51gree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The ?ompany retirement ~e~dits and stock programs are important fact~rs in
keepmg employees on their Jobs
·
___
Strongly i;\.gree
--"X~ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis gree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job- can be made more stimulating and challe,ging.
--"X=-- Strongly Agree
---·1gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___ Somewhat D111gree
___
Disagree
·
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do
--"X=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
'
___
Somewhat.Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di¥gree
___
Strongly Disagree

1

12.. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring
events after hours.
Strongly Agree

_x__

1ocial

___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's-work is actually an important reward.
_......,X~ Strongly Agree
i
___
f\gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Di,igree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at the~ own
jobs.
,
_ ___,,_,X,,__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di..'1gree
___
Strongly Disagree
is. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group- is quite i..rn.porant.
___
Strongly Agree
X__Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of emplcyees.
_......,X~ Strongly Agree
· .
·
---1-gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat D~agree
___
Disagree
·
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
_......,x=· _ Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18.. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
1
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
_......,X=- Strongly ~gree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Distgree
___
Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees.

-~X___
___
___

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree
--20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
'
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Di¥gree
Disagree
·
--___
Strongly Disagree

x_

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: HA.KAN HAN<;:ERLiOGLU
JOB: CABINET MAKER
COMPANY:

ANSWERS
SENTENCE 1 (BASIC NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
SomewhatAgree=1
SENTENCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS) StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NEEDS)
StronglyAgree=3
BASIC NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+2+2+3 = 9
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 1+3+3+2 = 9
ESTEEM NEEDS = 3+ 3+3+3 = 12
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3+3 = 12

He is motivatedby basic, esteem, and self-actualization.

J\IIOTIV ATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Status: A€COL~7 ANT
Company's Name: RASID-AHMETRASiD
Date: 24/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
X Strcagly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job- descriptions would be useful S-G that employees will :know exactly
what is expected of them.
___
Strongly Agree
--=X--=--- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di5,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
3.. Employees need to be. reminded that their jobs- are dependent on the company' s
to compete effectively
'

___

Strongly Agree

___

Agree
·
--=X=- Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
---~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors- should give a good de-al of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees
___
Strongly'. Agree
X__Agree
__
Somewhat-Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
1

---~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
___
StronglyAgree
___
Agree
X Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree

___

Disagree

___

Strongly Disagree

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
---=-X=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
'
___
Strongly DiSf-gree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
___
Strongly Agree
K_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
8, Employees- want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat
Disagree
---

x_

___

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and. stock. programs. are important factprs in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly. Agree
---=-X=--- _ Agree.
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
lli~gree
·
___
Strongly Disagree
10.. Almost every job- can be made more. stimulating and chaU,~ing.
___
Strongly Agree
·
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Soill€what Disagree
___
Disagree
'
___
Strongly Di5rgree ·
llrMany employees wain.to give their best in.everything tn y do.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--x · Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly DIBf1gree

---

1

12-. Management could soow mGfe interest in-the.empk)-yee-s.-b-y: spcnsoriag social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

'

i

-~X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13-. Pride in one's-work is actually an.important reward.
1
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat D~gree
___
Disagree
·
___
Strongly Disrgree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themS€.l-ve-s- aS- 'th€- best' at t~ own
jobs.
·
___
Strongly A.gree
___
Agree
--=X=-- Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Tus,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships.in. the informal work group is quite imµGf1ant.
___
Strongly Agree
·
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
S~mewlmt Disagree
___
Disagree
:
___
Strongly Di,Sf.igree
16-. Individual- incentive bonuses would imp-rove the performance of empkpiees.
----"X-=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees
---=X=·- StronglyAgree
___
Agree
·
___
Somewhat 4,gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strdngly Disagree
18. Emp-loye@s- generally like to-schedule their own- work and to makej0b-r Iated
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
·
___
Strongly: 4gree
___
Agree
X Somewhat 4gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di51gree
___
Strongly Disagree

x___

1

19. Job security is important to employees
___
Strongly Agree
-~X~ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
·--Strongly Disagree
20.. Having good equipment to work with iS- important to emp4yees.
___
Strongly Agree
--1gree
X__ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--Strongly Disagree
---

I.

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: EMiNE (;ETiN
JOB: ACCOUNT ANT
COMP ANY: RA~iD AHMET RA~iD

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS
NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS
NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS
NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS
NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION
NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+ 1 = 9
SAFETY NEEDS= 2+1+2+2 = 7
BELONGINGNESS

NEEDS= 1+2+2+2 = 7

ESTEEM NEEDS= 3+2+1+3 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 2-1+2+1 = 4

She is motivated by basic, and esteem needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Agree=2
Somewhat Disagree=-1
Agree=2
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: l'v11JR.A.T

Status: l\.i~~Kl;TER
Company's Name: GlfNCEl. TiCL\RET
Date: 21n2;04

1. Special wage increases should be give.n to employees who do their jobs very
well.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job. descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
_ __,,_X_,__
,_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
--I
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be. reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
1
to compete effectively
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
X
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
lli...~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should- give- a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
·
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis1gree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmo~here
among their people. X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
D~gree
.
___
Strongly Disagree

x__

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
____ Agree
Somewhat Agree
__
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
'
_
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
--=X"'-- Strongly 1',gree
___
Agree
____
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disyigree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to fed that their real skills and capabilities are put to u;ie on
their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
_ X Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
9, The company retirement bene.fitS- and stock prngramS- are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
--=X=--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Dis,.gree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and chal-le-9ging.
___
Strongly Agree
·
---1\gree
---"-'X,,__ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
.--Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
ll. Many employees want to give their best in everything th.~ do.
___
Strongly Agree
_ _x_Agree
__
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Dis~gree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x___

12. Management could show more interest in- Lire employees-by spoascring social
events after hours.
Strongly Agree

__x_

___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
13-. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward
___
Strongly Agree
'
K_Agree
__
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat ~gree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at the~ own
jobs
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The ~ua\ity of the re\ationshlp& in- the m.forma\. work group is. quite important.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat D~gree
___
Disagree
·
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of empl~yees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat D~gree
___
Disagree
·
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di~gree
___
Strongly Disagree
1&. . Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to. make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree

__x_

x_

x_

_ _x___

__x__ Disagree

___

Strongly Disagree

19. Job security is important to employees.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20-. Having good equipment to work with is important to emp~yees.
---=X-=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRF:S

N ,11~1\1E-SUR...i'.LL1....l\1E: ~l\1lJRA.T
TOH·
r'Qll.AU

V

M~RKFTPR:
A l\TV,
~T-ThTr'l:'T
"t
J-. '-..t·v1--.v_l...:,L

1.VLt· 1""\..J.

'T'Tr'

AD C'T'

J 1\:..,-~'--J........ J

A_NSWERS
SENTENCE l fRASIC NFF,OS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 2 (SAFETY NFJi',DS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 3 (SA FFTY _NFJi'.OS)
SomewhatAgree=!
SENTENCE 4 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=3
SENTENCE 5 (_BFJ ,ONGLNGNRSSNF,F,OS)
Strongly Agree=J
SF.NTF.NCE 6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat .1\gree= !
SENTENCE 7 (_BFJ,ONG1NG.Nt<,SS
NF.t<.OS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree=I
SENTENCF 9 {SA FFTY NF.F.OS)
Strongly Agree=J
~1<.NTF.NCF10 (.~F-LF-Af'TJ) AlJLATJON NEEDS) '-nmPv,,h~t Ag,-PP= I
SF.NTl<.Nf'F 11 (SF.I .F-A t'TI f ALIZA TIQN NF,EOS) A_grPe=?
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGTNGNESS- NJ+;F,fiS-}
Strongly i\gfee=J
SENTENCE 13 (SFl ,l?-ACTUAT .17AT10N NEEDS) Agree=2
SENTF.NCE 14 (F.STEEM NF.FOS)
Disagr1e=-2
Sl<.NTF.NCI<1 "i (RF.fONf;INf;NF.SS Nl<l<OS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 17 (F,STF,F,l\:LNF.FOS)
-~ee=2
'
SF.NTF.NCF I~ (SFLF-ACTITALlZA.TlQN NEEDS) Disagree=v?
SENTENf'li' 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 20 (BASIC NF,EOS)
Strongly Agr;ee=J
/

BASIC NEEDS= 3+3+J+3 = 12
SAFETY NE.EDS= 3+1+3+~ = 10
BELONCJ=NGN-ESS NEEDS-= J+3+3+3-= 12

ESTEEM NEEDS-= l+l-2+i2

=

2

SELF-ACTUA.LIZATI.ON NEEDS= 1+2+2-2 = 3

He is motivated. by basic and belongingness needs

l\10TlVA TION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: EMRE EFENDt
Status WAITER/RECEPTIONIST
Company's Name: MONTE PERLE HOLIDAY VIl.,LAGE
Date 25/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
___
Strongly Agree
_ _,;__X=-- Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively
___
Strongly Agree
_ __,_X..,,___Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
_ _.=ex=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Di5,gree
___
Strongly Disagree
Sr Supervisors ought to. work hard to. develop. a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
X__ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree ·

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees
_ _,X---=-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7, Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
X__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their r~l skills. and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
X__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat l\gree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
--=x-=-·. _ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree

___

Disagree

___
Strongly Disagree
10~ AJ_ most every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
.Scmewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees watn to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
-"'""'X-=---- Di8fgree

___

Strongly Disagree

12. Management could show more intere--st in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree
1

----=-X~Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
--13. Pride in one' S- work is. actually an important reward.
___
Strongly Agree
x__Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be. able tu think of themselves as 'the best' at tlw..ir own
jobs
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
----=-X=-- Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is. quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
.L_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
·
--___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the. performance of emplcyees.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
--17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
-~X~ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18..- Employees. generally like to schedule. their own work and to make. job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
X Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

-~x_· __

19. Job security is important to employees
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
X__ Somewhat Disagree
___
Di..sagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
----=---X"'-- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-Sl.JR.~Al\1E: EMREEFE1'JDt
TnQ.

J\.Ji...,,

U/
,1 TTi:;-p ID hr'T:'DTTnl\rTc+
t'l'l~.ll.L.,..L'V.l~'-..,.,.1...J..1
Ll\.J.i.'!J.U.1.

COMPANY: MONTE PERLE.HO.l1[)AY

VILL(GE

SENTENCE I (BAS[C NF:F:DS)
SENTENCE 2 {SAFETY NEEDS)
SENTENCE 3 (SAFETY NEEDS)

SENTENCE 4 (RASIC NEE.OS)
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SEN TEN CE
SENTENCE

.CNS:W
I,' D c
'"1\-b.1.,.....-,
Agreelc-:2

l'"1.

Strongly A~,ee=3
Agree=2
~tronglyAgree=J
Disagree=-2

5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEOSj
Strcngly~ee~;
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Strongly Agree-_,
a (ESIEEI.Vt NE.EDS)
S.trangly ::1:\<e J_
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Somewhat Agree-J
SENTENCE LO (S.ELF-ACTUALlZAilON NEE.DS)~~e=2
SE....NTENCE 11 (SELF-ACTUALl7A. TION NEEDS) Disagree=-2
SENTENCE 12 (BELONGLNGN.ESS NEEDS)
~ee=2
SENTENCE 13 (SF:LF-ACTIJALfZATJON
N.F:EOS) Agree=2
SENTENCK 14 (ESTEEM NITDS)
Somewhat A~ee=l
SENTENCE 15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
Agree=2
SENTENCE 16 (BASIC NE.EDS}
Strongly Agr;ee=3
SENTENCE 17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
Strongly Agree=J
~FNTl+'NCF. l~ (~Fl .J.-AtfJ lALtZATION
NF.FO~) Strongly Agree=J
SENTENCE 19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
Somewhat Disagree=!
SENTENCF. 20 (BASIC NEIWS)
Strongly Ag,tecJ
1

O

1

BASIC NKEOS

= 2+3+3+3 =

SAFETY NEEDS= 3+2+ Ii
BELONGINGNESS

11

=5

NEEDS= -2+3+2+2 = 5

ESTEE1"1f NEEDS=3+3+1+3t= 10
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

NEEDS= 2-2+2+3 = 5

He- is motivated by esteem need s.

MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: SULT Al"\J" KIZILKARA
Status: SECRETARY
Company's Name: MEDPRONICS
Date: 24/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.
--=X-=--- Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
X__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
--___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
3. Employees need to be reminded that their jobs are dependent on the company's
to compete effectively.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
X__ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
___
Strongly Agree
LAgree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among their people.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

_x__

6. Individual recognition for above standard performance means a lot to
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
_ _X___ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
___
Strongly Agree
_ __x__Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

_x__
x_

x_

_x__

11. ~'1ana'6e.me.ntcould show more. mte.re.st in the. e.ml)hye.e.sby sponsoring social

events after hours.
_ _X___ Strongly Agree

___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
.Strongly Disagree
13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best' at their own
jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
___
Strongly Agree
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance of employees.
--=-X-=-- Strongly Agree
__
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
_ _K_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat
Disagree
--___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like to schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions with a minimum of supervision.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
__
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

_x_

_ _x__

x__

_x_

19. Job security is important to employees.
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
X_ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: SULT AN KIZILKARA
JOB: SECRET ARY
COMP ANY: MEDPRONICS

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NEEDS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+3+3 = 11
SAFETY NEEDS= 3-2+1+2 = 4
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS = -3+3+3+2 = 5
ESTEEM NEEDS =-3-1+2+2 = 0
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= -2+2+1-3 = -2

She is motivated by basic needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Disagree=-2
Agree=2
Strongly Disagree=-3
Strongly Disagree=-3
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Disagree=-3
Somewhat Agree=3
Disagree=-2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=I
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Disagree=-3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3

l\'IOTIV ATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Name-Surname: AYSE HOCA
Status: SECRET ARY
Company's Name: PARALIK
Date: 24/12/04

1. Special wage increases should be given to employees who do their jobs very
well.

_ __,XS;__ Strongly Agree
___
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
_____ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
2. Better job descriptions would be useful so that employees will know exactly
what is expected of them.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Some . . vhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
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to compete effectively.
___
Strongly· Agree
___
Agree
__L Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
4. Supervisors should give a good deal of attention to the physical working
conditions of their employees.
____
Strongly Agree
x_Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
5. Supervisors ought to work hard to develop a friendly working atmosphere
among
___
___
X
___
___
___

their people.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

6.

Individual
recognition
for above standard
performance
employees.
___
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
X
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
7. Indifferent supervision can often bruise feelings.

x_ Strongly

means

a lot

Agree

----i~grcc
___

Somewhat Agree
Somewhat
Disagree
--___
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
----8. Employees want to feel that their real skills and capabilities are put to use on
___
Strongly Agree
X Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
____ Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
9. The company retirement benefits and stock programs are important factors in
keeping employees on their jobs.
___
Strongly Agree
X
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
10. Almost every job can be made more stimulating and challenging.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
_____ Somewhat A.grce
___
Somewhat Disagree
.--Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
11. Many employees want to give their best in everything they do.
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disaf,"Tee
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x_

12. Management could show more interest in the employees by sponsoring social
events after hours.
___
Strongly Agree

to

X
___
___
___
___

Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

13. Pride in one's work is actually an important reward.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
____ Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
____ Strongly Disagree
14. Employees want to be able to think of themselves as 'the best at their G\:VD
jobs.
X
Strongly Agree
___
Agree
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
Disacrcc
--___
Strongly Disagree
15. The quality of the relationships in the informal work group is quite important.
Strongly Agree

x__

_____

. .Aarcc

___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
16. Individual incentive bonuses would improve the performance or employees.
____
Strongly Agree
_x i\gree
___
Somewhat Agree
___
Somewhat Disagree
____ Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
17. Visibility with upper management is important to employees.
Strongly Agree
____ Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
---_____ Strongly Disagree
18. Employees generally like lo schedule their own work and to make job-related
decisions \Vi th a minimum or supervision.
____ Strongly Agree
_____ i\gree
Somewhat Acree
---0
Somewhat Disagree
---'-'
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree

x__

__x__

19. Job security is important to employees.

-~x~· _ Strongly Agree
____
Agree
___
Somewhat Agree
____
Somewhat Disagree
___
Disagree
___
Strongly Disagree
20. Having good equipment to work with is important to employees.
X Strongly Agree
_____ Agree
-----

____
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ornewhat Disagree
Disaerec
Strongly Disagree

ESTIMATION

OF QUESTIONNAIRES

NAME-SURNAME: A YSE HOCA
JOB: SECRET ARY
COMPANY: PARi\LiK

SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE
SENTENCE

1 (BASIC NEEDS)
2 (SAFETY NEEDS)
3 (SAFETY NEEDS)
4 (BASIC NEEDS)
5 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
6 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
7 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
8 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
9 (SAFETY NEEDS)
10 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
11 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
12 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
13 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
14 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
15 (BELONGINGNESS NEEDS)
16 (BASIC NEEDS)
17 (ESTEEM NEEDS)
18 (SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS)
19 (SAFETY NEEDS)
20 (BASIC NE~DS)

BASIC NEEDS= 3+2+2+3 = 10
SAFETY NEEDS= 3+1+2+3 = 9
BELONGINGNESS NEEDS= 1 +3+2+3 = 9
ESTEEM NEEDS= 1+2+3+3 = 9
SELF-ACTUALIZATION NEEDS= 3+3+3-2 = 7

She is motivated by basic needs.

ANSWERS
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Somewhat Agree=l
Agree=2
Somewhat Agree=l
Somewhat Agree=l
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3
Agree=2
Strongly Agree=3
Disagree=-2
Strongly Agree=3
Strongly Agree=3

